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A DOUBLE FEATURE

FIRST NCAA RUGBY GAME

University Board will show both “300” and
“Pirates of the Carribean: At World’s End”
today in the South Quad at 7 p.m.

Eastern becomes a part of NCAA history when Division-II
West Chester (Pa.) comes to play at Lakeside Rugby Field
this Saturday.
SEE SPORTS, 8B

SEE PAGE 4A
WWW.DENNEWS.COM
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Esperanza:
Hope
fulfilled
RSO now a colony of Sigma
Lambda Gamma Sorority
By Jessica Leggin
Staff Reporter
and
Katie Anderson
Campus Editor
The 11 members of the registered student organization Esperanza, which means “hope” in Spanish, now belong to an official colony of Sigma Lambda Gamma, the largest
Hispanic-based Greek
ESPERANZA
sorority.
Events
Esperanza vice president Crystal Perez
• Sept. 15 Community Service with Special
said the RSO received
Olympics
the call from nationSept. 18 Talent Show coal headquarters at 10
sponsored at 7th Street
p.m. Tuesday.
Underground from 7 to
“We haven’t decid9 p.m.
ed
what we are going
• Sept. 28 Mr. Suave (a
to do with that name
male beauty pageant) at
yet (Esperanza), but
Buzzard Hall Auditorium
now we can officially
6 p.m.
Applications and questions put ‘colony of ’ under
can be sent to Crystal Perez Esperanza on our flyat clperez@eiu.edu
ers,” she said.
• Oct. 22 Community SerEsperanza
must
vice at Pet Shelter
now wait for an adviser
to be appointed so the
MORE INFO
women of the colony
To find out more about
can begin the pledging
Esperanza or Sigma
process.
Lambda Gamma, visit the
“Once all the applinational website at Sigcations
have been submalambdagamma.com
mitted, once they
decide who’ll govern
us, the pledging process will start,” said Perez.
Perez said she hopes an adviser will be chosen from
one of the two current graduate student members of
Esperanza, Allison Quinones and Kristen Flores.

BOARD TO APPROVE
MORE DOUDNA
FUNDING
$7.9
THE FUNDS

Board of Trustees will meet to appropriate
the final funds to complete the construction
By Stephen Di Benedetto
Senior University Reporter

A

dditional money for the Doudna Fine
Arts Center could be on the way.
Money was first approved for the
project in 2001, but was not appropriated into the budget until later.
“At the time the money was approved by the
state, the typical pattern was the money would
be appropriated and the project would begin,”
said Jill Nilsen, vice president for external relations.

million dollars are expected to be appropriated by
the board.

Illinois
experienced
financial diffiTHE MEETING
culties around
the time monThe Board of Trustees
will meet at 2 p.m. today
ey for Doudna
in the MLK Jr. University
was approved,
Union Grand Ballroom.
which resulted in a delay
between
approval and appropriation.
“The project just sat for two to three years
without anything being done,” Nilsen said.
The Capital Development Board eventually
authorized financing of Doudna in 2004, she
added.
In February 2005, the university committed around $7.9 million in bond
money to the construction of Doudna.
SEE DOUDNA, PAGE 8A

SEE ESPERANZA, PAGE 4A

Selling the unique
25-year-old bookstore
provides older books,
collectibles
By Stephanie Wendt
Staff Reporter

Robbie Wroblewski | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Patricia Neumann of Charleston looks for a book that grabs her interest in the movie and cinema section of the Lincoln Book Shop located in the downtown square of Charleston.

Kevin McGugan, owner of Lincoln Book
Shop in the Charleston Square, believes his
store is a friendly, relaxed place where customers can ask questions, order and find
good prices on books.
Kevin and his wife Nancy have owned the
Lincoln Book Shop since December 2005.
The McGugans are both local area teachers
who also enjoy business.
“We are business people; we like the chal-

VISIT THE BOOK SHOP

The Lincoln Book Shop is located at:
619 Monroe Ave.
Their hours are:
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from 3
p.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturdays from 9 a.m. to noon.
Contact: (217) 345-6070

lenges of business,” Kevin said. “The books
shop isn’t our first business, and it may not
be our last. It was there at the time and we
took it.”
SEE SHOP, PAGE 2A
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Book Shop sells atypical items
FROM SHOP, PAGE 1

Lincoln Book Shop has been
in Charleston since 1962, and was
first opened by Tanya and Leonard
Wood. In its earlier days it sat closer
to campus.
“Leonard and Tanya set the stage
for the book store,” Kevin said.
“They really made it a fixture on the
square.”
Lincoln Book Shop has knickknacks and a variety of books ranging from new, vintage, rare and history as well as carrying greeting and
gift cards.
“Older collectables, that’s what
we have a good selection of,” Kevin
said.
Nancy said the store has items
that are not typical to every store.
“There are kid’s activities and puzzles that are learning oriented, and
you don’t see them everyday,” Nancy
said. “We have the old jack sets. We
have jump ropes with the wooden
handles; puzzles that are like cutouts
and you can draw your own picture
and break them apart. There are a lot
of creative things in there.”
Nancy and Kevin both agree
that people read less than they used
to, but it does not really affect their
business.
“You just have to shape the business better and find those readers,”
Kevin said. “People still want those
collectable books, and we sell a lot of
collectable books, first editions, early
editions.
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The Lincoln Book Shop has many first-edition books and vintage magazines
scattered throughout the shelves of the store, including a Rolling Stone with
the Beatles on the cover.

Kevin said that they have books
that range between the 1800s until the present. He said many people
still read, but the numbers are declining.
The Lincoln Book Shop even offers to get any book for any customer.
“We can take an order off the
phone, order the book and have it
delivered anywhere in the United
States and they don’t have to do anything but pay us,” Kevin said.
Nancy said that she does not
know how many people know about
their store.
“We don’t get a lot of walk in
customers,” Nancy said. “I don’t

know if the public is aware of what
all we offer.”
Kevin said he would like to increase business.
“We would like more business,
it’s a little slow right now but we
have only been in it about a year and
a half,” said Kevin. “We would like
more walk-in traffic.”
The shop is also hoping to expand
in their marketing.
“Getting the word out to people is tough sometimes,” Kevin said.
“We would like to reach out more to
the students and have the students
at EIU know that we are available
for them whenever they have to buy
books.”

MULTIMEDIA
www.dennews.com

EUGENIA BLOG

Hall of FAme podcast

YOUR FAVORITE BOOKS

The Daily Eastern News blogs on
topics ranging from sports to world
politics to music and more.
Today's blog: Eugenia Jefferson and
in-demand jobs and the majors that
feed into them.

Pounce editor Kevin Kenealy spoke
with Jennifer Cherveny-Dick and
John Christy — two new members
of Eastern's Athletic Hall of Fame.
These two will be inducted along
with four others Saturday.

Online Reporter Eugenia Jefferson
talked with students on campus to
find out what kind of books they
like to read for fun. The responses
ranged from historical fiction to
Harry Potter.

Check out our newly redesigned
website with slideshows, podcasts,
and stories @ dennews.com

Business
out on a
limb?

Don’t go
nuts,
let us
help.
call the DEN at
581-2816

SHOWTIMES FOR SEPT 14-20

STARDUST (PG 13)
DAILY 6:40 FRI SAT 9:30 SAT SUN MAT 2:00
DADDY DAY CAMP (PG)
DAILY 7:00 FRI SAT 9:15 SAT SUN MAT 2:15

SHOWTIMES FOR SEPT 14-20

THE BRAVE ONE (R) 4:10 7:00 10:00 SAT SUN
MAT 1:20
DRAGON WARS (PG 13) 4:40 7:20 9:40 SAT
SUN MAT 2:00
ONCE (R) 5:15 7:50 10:05 SAT SUN MAT 2:45
3:10 TO YUMA (R) 4:50 7:30 10:10 SAT SUN
MAT 1:00
MR. BEANS HOLIDAY (G) 4:00 6:15 8:30 SAT
SUN MAT 1:40
HALLOWEEN (R) 5:00 7:40 10:15 SAT SUN
MAT 2:15
NANNY DIARIES (PG 13) 4:20 6:50 9:30 SAT
SUN MAT 1:30
SUPERBAD (R) 3:50 6:40 9:20 SAT SUN MAT
1:10
RUSH HOUR 3 (PG 13) 5:30 8:00 10:20 SAT
SUN MAT 2:30
BOURNE ULTIMATUM (PG 13) 4:30 7:10 9:50
SAT SUN MAT 1:50
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National briefs

Bush rejects call to end war but wants troop reductions
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Rejecting calls
to leave Iraq, President Bush on Thursday
approved gradual U.S. troop reductions from
their highest level of the war and said more
forces can come home as progress is made.
At the same time, he said Iraq needs “an
enduring relationship with America.”
In remarks prepared for a prime-time
address from the Oval Office, Bush presented
his strategy for reducing U.S. forces.
“The principle guiding my decisions on
troop levels in Iraq is: return on success. The
more successful we are, the more American
troops can return home.”
With no dramatic change in course, Bush’s

decision sets the stage for a fiery political
debate in Congress and on the 2008 presidential campaign trail.
Bush approved the recommendations of
Gen. David Petraeus, the top U.S. commander in Iraq, to withdraw at least 21,500 combat
forces and an undetermined number of support troops by July.
The White House said 5,700 troops would
be home by Christmas, but refused to pinpoint how many would return by summer.

Hurricane Humberto dumps rain
in Texas, Louisiana as it weakens

The Associated Press
CHICAGO — A federal judge has denied motions
to dismiss a civil rights lawsuit
filed by the father of a 3-yearold Wilmington girl who was
sexually assaulted and drowned
in a creek in 2004.
Kevin Fox alleges Will
County detectives subjected
him to threats, lies and promises of a deal during a 14 1/2hour interrogation in which
he allegedly implicated himself
in the killing of his daughter,
Riley Fox.
He also claims detectives
ordered him to strip and then
photographed his body to show
he was not abused during the
interrogation.
Fox, 30, was charged with
first-degree murder and criminal sexual assault and spent
eight months in custody, but
was released when DNA evidence failed to link him to
the slaying. The lawsuit seeks
unspecified damages.
The
defendants,
who
include former Will County

State’s Attorney Jeff Tomczak
and detectives from the Will
County Sheriff’s Department,
said they should be immune
from the lawsuit because they
were law enforcement officers
when Fox was arrested.
U.S. District Judge John
Darrah denied their motions
Wednesday and set a trial date
of Nov. 5, said Kathleen Zellner, who filed the lawsuit on
behalf of Fox and his wife,
Melissa. Darrah sealed the 37page ruling.
Will
County
officials
declined to comment on the
ruling. Tomczak has denied the
allegations made in the lawsuit.
Hikers found Riley’s body
in a creek four miles from her
home, a short time after Fox
reported the girl missing on
June 6, 2004.
The interrogation was politically motivated because it came
six days before an election in
which Tomczak faced a strong
challenge, the Foxes said in the
lawsuit. Tomczak announced
he would seek the death penalty less than a day after Fox’s
arrest.
Challenger James Glasgow
won the election and, in June
2005, set Fox free after tests
on DNA from a rape kit in the
case showed no link. Glasgow
is not named in the lawsuit.

state briefs
The Associated Press

New judge assigned to
case with ex-teacher
BELLEVILLE — A former
teacher already in prison for
trying to kill a teenager he left
for dead in a park has been
assigned a new judge on
charges he attacked sheriff’s
deputies and medical workers
after an alleged suicide
attempt.
St. Clair County Circuit Judge
Annette Eckert recused herself
from Samson Shelton’s case
Wednesday, citing a court
conflict.
Her husband, a Belleville
lawyer, apparently had given
legal counsel to Shelton’s
mother.
Eckert has been replaced in
the matter by Circuit Judge
John Baricevic.

Blagojevich sweetens
pot for transit bailout
CHICAGO — Gov. Rod
Blagojevich sweetened his
bailout plan for Chicago-area

mass transit Thursday, offering
to immediately advance
the Regional Transportation
Authority its full $54 million
2008 grant for suburban
paratransit service.
That would be on top of the
$24 million bailout advance
he offered Wednesday for
the Chicago Transit Authority
to forestall a “doomsday” of
service cuts this weekend.

Convicted triplemurderer dies in jail
PONTIAC — Department of
Corrections’ officials say a man
convicted of an infamous 1955
triple murder has died at the
Pontiac Correctional Center.
Livingston County Coroner
Mike Burke says 74-yearold Kenneth Hansen died
Wednesday in the center’s
infirmary.
Burke says a preliminary
autopsy shows Hansen died of
natural causes.

mander in Iraq on Thursday rejected an independent commission’s conclusion that Iraq’s
national police are so corrupted by sectarian
bias that they should be disbanded.
In an Associated Press interview, Gen.
David Petraeus acknowledged that some elements of the national police are riddled with
problems, but he praised others elements for
helping fight the insurgency.
He also revealed that he is looking more
broadly for ways to reduce the U.S. force levels in Iraq by trimming support troops from
headquarters units.
He would not say how many extra troops
he would like to cut beyond the already
announced combat brigades, saying the review
began just a few weeks ago.

Petraeus: Iraqi police forces
do not need total overhaul

BEAUMONT, Texas — Humberto, the
first hurricane to hit the U.S. in 2 years,

Civil rights abuse case
will not be dismissed
Man alleges police
beating during
investigation into
murder of toddler

sneaked up on south Texas and Louisiana
overnight and crashed ashore Thursday with
heavy rains and 85 mph winds, killing at least
one.
The system rapidly became a Category 1
hurricane, then weakened to a tropical storm
by midmorning and bore into central Louisiana.
Roads were flooded and power was
knocked out, but the greatest concern was
heavy rain falling in areas already inundated
by a wet summer.

WASHINGTON — The top U.S. com-
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Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000
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Group helps Haitian community
Haiti Connection brings water to Barasa,
members reflect on ‘working for change’
By Dylan Divit
Activities Editor
Haiti – once called the Jewel of
the Antilles – is now the poorest
country in the Western Hemisphere.
Due to the countries economic
instability and lack of infrastructure
the inhabitants have been consumed
by poverty.
Eastern’s Haiti Connection was
created in 1989 after a group of students and Eastern community members recognized the social and environmental problems surrounding
the country.
Roy Lanham, campus minister
at the Newman Catholic Center,
helped conceptualize the group and
build support efforts within Haiti.
The mountainous community of Barasa, Haiti, a rural village of
15,000 inhabitants, survives without
electricity or running water and has
been the focus of the Haiti Connection for nearly 16 years.
Sean Barth, coordinator of the
Student Volunteer Center, became
active with the Haiti Connection
in 1998 when he was an undergrad at Eastern. Barth has since traveled to Haiti six times and maintains
involvement within the group.
“Its interesting to see people in
perspective of how they live compared to how we live,” said Barth.
The Haitian people
Barth said Haiti is a country
where the majority of the rural population lives in poverty and the people are in need of many commodities. He said day in and day out Haitians are in a constant struggle to
obtain the basic means of survival.
In Barasa, the only drinking water
comes from a stream contaminated
with larvae.
“We want the Ipod and the Nintendo Wii, when they just want the

basics,” said Lanham.
Lanham said the people of Barasa live without basic infrastructure,
such as plumbing and economic
democracy. The unemployment rate
is 80 percent in some areas.
“The fact that it’s such a different
place where the people are so poor
and in need of so much, they’re the
most giving people I’ve ever encountered,” Barth said. “It’s an entirely different side of what it is to be
being human and live your life.”

The efforts set in motion

Lanham said the Haiti Connection’s philosophy is not about developing projects, but developing people.
Haiti Connection members travel to Haiti for ten days at the end
of each semester. Planning begins
months before when the group discusses project details.
Four years ago, the group cosponsored the Gift of Water project,
an initiative to supply clean water to
Barasa.
Since then, Haiti Connection has
funded 51 cisterns or reservoir tanks,
each with the capacity to hold 7,500
gallons of water. Technicians hired
by the group maintain the water systems that provide water to over 750
families.
A two-bucket filtration system,
engineered by a Michigan Institute
of Technology graduate team, also
allows the community members to
sterilize their water, ridding themselves of many sicknesses.
Building cisterns, water testing,
promoting education and reforestation are among the projects Haiti
Connection works on.
Lanham said the Haiti Connection is also involved in bringing a
bank to Barasa.
“We’re working on opening a
Fonkoze micro-lending bank branch

Submitted photo

Members of Haiti Connection have provided 51 water cisterns to the Haitian village of Barasa since 2003. Other
projects they are involved in include reforestation, promoting education, and bringing a bank branch to the
village.

Bring your own blanket
Free double feature to
be shown in Quad
By Dylan Divit
Activities Editor
Students and community members
will have the opportunity to experience a free double feature tonight in
the South Quad.
The 30-foot movie screen brought
in by University Board will show
“Pirates of the Caribbean: At World’s
End” at 7:30 p.m. immediately followed by “300.”
This is the first year UB will be presenting outdoor movies.
UB Adviser CeCi Brinker remembers when the university successfully had outdoor movies, although it
has been some time since the last UB
sponsored outdoor movie.
“I don’t think we’ve had an outdoor
movie for at least three years,” she said.
The recent lack of outdoor movies
can be contributed to the programming attention that has been focused
on other projects, such as the UB
movie series, concerts and lectures,
Brinker said.

UB Movie Coordinator Nick Gracyalny said the idea took shape after
a student made a suggestion last year.
After the initial idea, Gracyalny began
working with other UB members to
materialize it.
“We thought it was a great idea and
started collaborating at the end of last
year,” Gracyalny said. “Overall, it has
taken a bit of planning.”
To host the event, UB contacted professional events company Cutting Edge Entertainment to manage
the movie screen, projector and stereo
surround sound system. The company, which covers all areas of production, even provides moviegoers with
free popcorn.
“The surround sound system and
movie screen itself is pretty state of the
art,” Brinker said.
Gracyalny said he carefully chose
the movies for tonight’s event.
“Pirates” was picked months ago
because of its popularity. He chose
“300” because he thinks it fits the setting just right.
“Both movies had great popularity
and are good on the big-screen,” Gracyalny said. “‘300’ on the surround
sound system is going to be a great
outdoor movie.”

in Barasa that would potentially
bring economic justice to the area,”
Lanham said.
“This would be a lasting gift that
would empower economic democracy,” he said.
Impact of the Connection
Senior history major Kevin Harris joined the Haiti connection his
sophomore year, because he wanted
to join an organization that made a
difference.
“I’m in the Haiti Connection
because it has such a large impact,”
said Harris. “In Barasa, we have had
a huge impact as far as bringing
water to the area.”
Lanham said Haiti Connection
measures their success not on their
projects, but in the relationships
and education they create within the
community.
“We see each other as brothers

Haiti Connection
• Where and when: Meets Tuesdays at 7:30 pm at the Newman Catholic
Center but is not a religiously affiliated Registered Student Organization.
• Haiti Connection members travel to Haiti at the end of each semester.
• Haiti Connection currently provides water to 750 families through clean
water projects and also supplements teacher salaries in primary schools
through funds raised.

and sisters,” said Lanham.
The group sponsors events on
campus throughout the year to
help raise awareness and funding. Last year the group raised
$29,000
through
fundraising,
individual donations and grants.
Lanham said the best way for students to become aware is to get
involved. Through educational
awareness, the Haiti Connections
informs the Charleston community
of the third world struggle.

Through a program called Camp
Haiti, connection members invite
Eastern students and Charleston elementary schools to participate in
activities that teach about Haitian
music, history and culture.
“The privilege has been all mine,”
Lanham said. “I can’t helped but be
moved watching college students
right here, right now, going to the
poorest country and working for
change in this world.”

Sorority multi-cultural
FROM ESPeRANZA, PAGE 1

Both women are second-year
graduate students in the college
of student affairs. Flores pledged
undergrad for Sigma Lambda Gamma at Western Illinois University
and Quinones pledged at University of Miami in Ohio.
However, Perez said the adviser could come from any school
with Sigma Lambda Gamma chapter members and the women won’t
find out who will advise them until
the end of September.
Esperanza members Flores
and Quinones have been working
toward membership since the fall of
2006. The women set up a table at
Pantherpalooza to promote bringing Sigma Lambda Gamma to campus.
“We saw that not only was there
a lot of interest, but there was a
need for this organization to be
brought on Eastern’s campus,” said
Flores.
She said the sorority would not
only unify the Latino community
but also give Eastern more diverse
programs to choose from.
Perez, a junior Spanish educa-

tion major, said when she came to
Eastern she did not feel like she fit
in with the sororities on campus.
She had heard about Sigma Lambda Gamma from other schools but
came in contact with the organization last year at Pantherpalooza.
Solymer Gomez, a senior English major and president of Esperanza, said that the sorority is not
just for Hispanics but is multi-cultural.
Bob Dudolski, director of Greek
Life, was pleased at the prospect of
Sigma Lambda Gamma coming to
Eastern.
“I am very happy that Esperanza
is finding success in recruiting new
members to their organization and
is working hard to gain full status as
a chapter of Sigma Lambda Gamma,” Dudolski said.
He also said that Esperanza has
a great opportunity for success
because of the quality of women
who form the RSO.
“They are great community leaders and I am very proud of the work
they are doing to start a Sigma
Lambda Gamma sorority chapter,”
Dudolski said.
Despite being Hispanic-based,

Sigma Lambda Gamma has a multiculture emphasis.
The sorority, established in 1990
at Iowa State University, is a multicultural sorority and has chapters at
other Illinois schools including the
University of Illinois.
Flores said that the sorority is
open for everyone.
“Our sorority does not discriminate on race, nationality, cultural, creed, religion, or sexual orientation,” Flores said.
The sorority does national philanthropy work with organizations
such as TRIO and Breast Cancer
Awareness and is involved in many
women’s health forums.
Flores said she expects to see
growth this semester.
“My hope is that these women
become role models and leaders and
provide Eastern’s campus with more
diverse programming,” she said.
This semester, the colony will
sponsor a talent show, a male beauty pageant and do community service.
Esperanza will have an informational at 9 p.m. Sunday night in the
Martinsville Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
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NRHH: ‘Today, I wear pink’
RHA to support NRHH
in raising money
for Breast Cancer
Awareness Month

‘All Things iPod’ session
to be held in McAfee

Today the CATS Training Lab
will provide the “All Things iPod”
informational session from 9 to 11
a.m. in Room 1214 of the McAfee
Gymnasium.
For more information contact
Antoine Thomas at arthomas@
eiu.edu or 581-8397.

By Jordan Crook
RHA Reporter
The Mayo Clinic estimates nearly 200,000 people will be diagnosed
with breast cancer this year.
Amanda Morley, secretary for the
National Residence Hall Honorary,
asked members of the Residence Hall
Association at Thursday night’s meeting for help in trying to decrease this
number for future generations.
Morley, a senior family and consumer science major, said she wants
RHA to help NRHH to get students
from the residence halls involved in
the various fundraising efforts.
NRHH has raised money for
breast cancer research for many
years, and this year, they decided to
change the way they raised money.
Morley said last year NRHH
supported National Denim Day, on
which people wear their favorite pair
of jeans to pay tribute to National
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
She said they handed out ribbons
and collected donations last year,
something they might do this year as
well, but they will take a much more
active role in fundraising this year.
NRHH will raise funds by selling
T-shirts, handing out ribbons and
offering students the chance to dunk
student leaders and faculty members
in water with a dunk tank.
Morley said students will be
asked to wear the shirts on Oct. 3,
the day NRHH will honor National
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
The shirts will be sold in areas
where the most students will be
exposed to them, such as near Buzzard
Hall, Coleman Hall and the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.

campus briefs

Latino Heritage Month
to show ‘Walkout’

Robbie Wroblewski | The Daily Eastern News

Amanda Morley and Rebecca Wilson, representatives from the National Residence Hall Honorary, present to
the Residence Hall Association about their plan to raise breast cancer awareness during Thursday evening’s
meeting in the Lincoln-Stevenson-Douglas Hall lobby.

The shirts will be pink, in recognition of National Breast Cancer
Awareness Month, with the phrase
“Today, I wear pink” on the back.
Morley said she thinks NRHH
chose to support breast cancer
research because so many people are
affected by it and want to help find a
solution to the problem.
“It’s something a lot of people
care about and are willing to donate
for,” she said.
One such student is sophomore
communications major Kyle Clore, whose grandmother recently got
out of the hospital after a bout with
breast cancer.
“I’m ready to wear pink,” he said.
Clore said he supports any kind
of program that helps alleviate the
pain breast cancer causes.
Justin Schuch, a sophomore corporate communications major, said
he was glad to see a group on cam-

pus take an active role in breast cancer fundraising.
“I’m happy that Eastern is going
to support it,” Schuch said.
Morley told interested RHA
members they can help during the
fundraiser by informing students in
residence halls about the activities.
The individual residence halls were
to raise and donate money through
different programs of their choosing.
Last year, these programs included activities like “Pie Your RA” or
“Coin Wars” and the proceeds were
given to NRHH to donate.
Morley said she was excited about
the fundraiser and hoped NRHH
reaches its goal of raising $2,000 this
year.
Morley said all of the money
raised would go towards funding the
new Mills Breast Cancer Institute in
Champaign, which will be completed next year.

The Eastern chapter of NRHH
chose the institute because of its
proximity to the school.
“We decided on it because it was
close to home and it’s something
people will recognize,” Morley said.
While she has never seen a family
member or friend suffer from breast
cancer, she has seen what it can do to
others and feels it is a worthy cause
for NRHH to support.
“I know I want to do whatever I
can to help out this cause,” Morley
said.
RHA President Jarrod Scherle said he hopes RHA can help
NRHH raise money for this cause
and said he will likely be involved in
the fundraising activities.
“I fully support it, “Scherle said.
“It’s a great idea.”
NRHH will honor National Breast
Cancer Awareness Month Oct. 1-5.

The movie “Walkout” will
be shown in the Coleman
Auditorium at 6 tonight.
The movie, sponsored by
the Latino Heritage Month
Committee, is based on the
true story of a group of Chicano
students who staged walkouts
in the late 1960s in protest of
academic prejudice and poor
conditions.
For more information contact
Juanita Cross at jccross@eiu.edu
or 581-5027.

Now hiring debut and
senior Prowl leaders

Beginning Saturday, the Office
of Orientation will be taking
applications for Debut leaders
and Senior Prowl leaders.
For more information contact
the Orientation Office located
in the West Wing of the Martin
Luther King Jr., University Union,
call 581-6435 or e-mail orient@
eiu.edu.

Deadline to withdraw
from university

Monday is the deadline to
withdraw from Eastern with a 50
percent tuition refund and fees
excluding insurance.
For more information contact
the Office of Registration at 5815114.
– Katie Anderson,
Campus Editor

Concert to support a good cause
Night of entertainment
aims to save rainforest
By Jane Ruppert
Activities Reporter
Four live bands and a sketch
comedy group will perform Saturday
to save the rainforest – or at least a
part of it.
The Epsilon Sigma Alpha service
sorority will sponsor the concert to
raise money for the Nature Conservancy’s Adopt an Acre program.
The program allows individuals
and organizations to “save” or adopt
one acre of rainforest for every $50
they donate.
The rainforest is located on the
Osa Peninsula of Costa Rica.
According to the Nature Conservancy Web site, “Expanding urban
areas, improved transportation
and development are threatening
the Osa’s precious natural resources. Farmers, hunters, developers,
gold miners and tourists are flocking to this once isolated land, and
the Osa’s majestic forests are being
cut down.”
Local band The Fuz will play at
the concert around 9 p.m.
Band member Brian Adams said

blotter

How will donations
be used?

Robbie Wroblewski | the Daily eastern news

Friday Night Villain will perform with The Fuz and Hello Dali in the Grand
Ballroom at the Martin Luther King Jr. union Friday evening.

he enjoys playing at Eastern, but
clubs and bars have more of a loose
vibe. The band usually plays at the
Canopy Club and the Highdive in
Champaign, along with the Panther
Paw Bar and Grill and Friends &
Co. in Charleston.
Adams said the band plays psychedelic progressive rock music and
are heavier than a jam band.
Other Charleston bands planning
to perform at the event are Upon the
Eighth Night and Friday Night Villain.
Missing the Point, a band out of
Champaign, will also perform.

Hello Dali, Eastern’s studentfounded improv comedy group, will
perform between the bands.
The group, which started in
1992, allows students to develop
their comedic improvisation skills in
front of an audience.
Hello Dali builds their routines
from a list of pre-selected games but
lets audience members make suggestions for the subject or characters of
each scene.
Jessica Scheibling, a member of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha, said as members of a service sorority, Epsilon
Sigma Alpha is involved in many

Adopt an Acre funds are used
primarily to protect and restore
land. Because these acres often
require stewardship and management, a portion of the funds
may also be used for the following types of activities:
• Hiring, training and equipping park rangers.
• Conducting environmental
education programs for people
living in and around the area.
• Building ranger stations and
other conservation facilities.
Source: www.nature.org/joinanddonate/adoptanacre/faqs

organizations around campus and
Charleston, along with fundraising events for St. Jude Children’s
Research Hospital.
The concert will take place Saturday from 6 to 10 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union. Admission for
the show is $4 and all proceeds will
go to The Nature Conservancy.
– Campus Editor Katie Anderson
also contributed to this report

Theft

An unattended backpack was
reported stolen Sept. 10 from
Thomas Dining Center.
An unattended wallet was
reported stolen Sept. 10 from
Carman Dining Center.

Vehicle damage

The driver side mirror of a 1997
Pontiac was damaged Sept. 11 in
the Ninth Street parking lot.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Teaching valuable experience for graduate students
The DEN’s editorial concludes by
saying that “Students need to express
their opinion.” I agree. Opinions
worth consideration usually have some
relationship to reality. Sadly, most of
this editorial has little connection to
reality.
First, the DEN implies that the
purpose of graduate students teaching
in English is to save money. This is false.
The only reason our faculty worked
to put together a comprehensive
program to train graduate students in
teaching is because that is an essential
component of an M.A. in English.
Without training and experience in
teaching, our students would be less
competitive candidates for jobs or for
places in Ph.D. programs.
Second, the DEN states that
graduate students take “a course in
teaching” but “that is the extent of their
training.” In reference to English at
EIU, that is false.
Third, the DEN claims professors
are not qualified to teach others how to
teach college classes. This statement is
uninformed. Most English professors
have never taken a course in a college
of education. We were trained to teach
in graduate school, by our professors.
Graduate students are teachers in
training, just like student teachers in
high schools.
Finally, the DEN states that the idea
of graduate students teaching “conjures
up the professor who is never seen,
completely inaccessible to the students
they are supposed to teach.” This
statement is imaginary.
Not everything we imagine is
real. I challenge the DEN to name a
single faculty member in the English
Department who fits this description.
Angela Vietto
Associate Professor of English

Graduate students have
much to offer others
Your editorial on graduate students
as teachers ignored one important
issue. Many graduate students have
experience before they return to
school. I had the opportunity to be a
graduate teaching assistant twice. Both
times I had more classroom teaching
experiences than the professors in the
department. This was also true of other
graduate assistants in those schools.
This may not always be true, but it is an
important consideration. I would like
to see your “Staff Editorials” indicate
more broadly based opinions.
Lucia Schroeder
Professor of education

STAFF EDITORIAL

Cuts and additions make
it easier to pay for school
Last week, Congress took a step toward
making paying for college easier. The Democrat-controlled Congress has been hoping to
pass new financial aid legislation since taking
charge this year, and its been one of the party’s most popular talking points. Now they’ve
actually done something about it.
A bill sent to President Bush for approval
cuts government subsidies for lender banks
by about $20 billion. The bill also adds some
fun stuff such as a lower interest rate on
loans, increasing the amount of Pell grants
from $4,310 to $5,400 by 2012, and creates
a loan-forgiveness program for students, such
as nurses or teachers, who work in public service careers after school.
Every year tuition goes up, fees go up, extra costs like books and supplies go up, and
while Congressional measures like this year’s
minimum wage increase help, you can’t go
to college on $7.25 an hour. For many students, financial aid is a necessity.
Many of the banks that are in the business of providing student loans objected to
the vanishing subsidies, saying that will negatively affect their ability to offer loans.
The banks get the money specifically to
keep them in the business of offering loans.
Students may be a bit of a risk, as most don’t
have much credit history, but the lending
banks shouldn’t have to be paid by the government to do their job.
Another effect of the bill will be to cap the
amount the amount a student must pay back
per year, with the amount based on the student’s income.
This should help with the problem of people who have more in student loan bills than
they can reasonably make to pay them off.
While college is a time to learn responsibility,
grads shouldn’t have to be on the run from
collection agencies just because they chose to
go to school.
The interest rates on federally backed student loans will drop from 6.8 percent to 3.4
percent over the next four years. The lower

EDITORIAL POLICY

The editorial is the majority opinion of
the DEN editorial board. Reach the
opinions editor at:
DENopinions@gmail.com

rates only apply to lower- and middle-class
students, however.
Lenders worry here too that it will not be
good business to make student loans. They
shouldn’t worry.
Colleges aren’t getting cheaper, and it
seems that restrictions on who is actually
qualified for financial aid get tighter every semester.
The College Cost
Reduction and Access Act
• Max. Pell Grant rises from $4,310 to $5,400
by 2010
• Federally backed loans drop 3.4% over the
next four years
• Removes about $20 billion in subsidies from
lender banks
• If signed by President Bush, it
will become effective Oct. 1
• Passed House 292 to 97 on Sept. 7
• Passed Senate 79 to 12 on on Sept. 7

Higher Pell grants are the best part of the
deal for students, as they don’t have to be
paid back. These too go to low-income students, who would without such measures
have a much harder time going to school or
just wouldn’t go at all.
Increasing government grants helps promote the goal that people from any economic class can get an education.
Paying for college is obviously a big concern, and efforts to make the process easier
should be applauded.
Giving money for college to students instead of banks is a good plan, and provided
lawmakers don’t put the higher rates right
back in again in four years, this bill should
help deserving students get an education
they might otherwise not.

Some say that Westerns are dead. But
hey, some people also say that we never
landed on the moon.
This weekend I had the pleasure of
seeing the movie “3:10 to Yuma” with a
couple friends of mine. Afterwards, I was
reminded of how desperately the Western
genre needs a revival.
While growing up, I loved the Wild
West just as much as the next kid. I
routinely watched the television show
“Bonanza,” and two of my favorite
movies were “The Magnificent Seven” and
“Support Your Local Sheriff.”
As I grew older, I was finally
introduced to Spaghetti Westerns, such as
“A Fistful of Dollars” and “The Good, The
Bad, and The Ugly.” For people unaware,
Spaghetti Westerns are a sub-genre
of Westerns that emerged in the 60s.
Most were produced by Italian studios
and often were in the Italian language,
had low budgets, and a recognizable
highly fluid, violent and minimalist
cinematography.
Westerns are perhaps the closest
things that Americans have to an actual
mythology. They depict nearly god-like
men who seem to be posses the ability to
dodge bullets and could survive through
the harsh, desolate wilderness.
Unfortunately, ever since the late 70s,
Westerns have been all but pronounced
dead. Other than a few handfuls of
Westerns that crop up here and there (for
example, “Unforgiven”), it appeared to be
a genre that’s time had passed.
But lately, it seems as if the genre
might be on its way to resurgence. Last
year, gun-slinging fans were treated to
the excellent-but-fairly-unknown indie
Western “The Proposition.” The movie
was adored by critics, but it seemed that
only hard-core movie buffs seem to even
know of its existence. Luckily, the movie
was still somehow able to get the ball
rolling.
This year might be when the Western
genre appears to be poised for its big
comeback. “3:10 to Yuma,” which starred
Christian Bale and Russell Crowe, was not
only critically acclaimed, but it opened as
the number-one movie at the Box Office.
Western fanatics also have “The
Assassination of Jesse James by the
Coward Robert Ford” to look forward to.
The film, which stars Brad Pitt, will be
opening this September. It is very possible
that this movie will also be a hit just with
the help of Pitt’s sheer popularity.
Will these movies breathe new life into
the Western genre just as “Saving Private
Ryan” revived war movies? Only time will
tell. But needless to say, Westerns have
left an impact on me that has lingered
on to even the ripe age of 22. I still
get tremendous thrill at the sight of a
Mexican standoff or a lone hero riding off
into the sunset, and I know I’m not the
only one who feels this way.
But don’t worry, I don’t play Cowboys
and Indians or wear my sheriff pajamas
nearly as much as I used to. However, I do
still get in arguments with friends on who
would win in a fight: Clint Eastwood or
John Wayne? If you’re curious, my money
is on Clint.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Grad students are
well-trained, supported
As the Coordinator of the Graduate Program in English, I help administer the teaching program for
graduate students so lately lambasted
in the editorial page of the DEN.
When we in the English Department decided, years ago, to expand
the teaching opportunities available
for our GAs, we resolved that we
would only do so if we could devise
a training and support system that
was the best in the State of Illinois.
When I was a graduate student
teacher at the University of Massachusetts, for instance, I was assigned
my section of freshman composition
after having attended a three-day
training workshop.
GAs in the English department at
Eastern, however, take three threecredit 5000-level courses in pedagogy specifically designed to prepare
them for the profession they are entering.
They also undergo a mentoring
process wherein they are assigned to

Grad students could
teach DEN a lesson
Perhaps the journalism student who wrote Thursday’s editorial should take a refresher writing
course with one of the graduate English students that he or she dismisses
as not being competent enough to
teach introductory composition.
A few of my graduate students
pointed out the many errors in the
editorial, including noun-pronoun

a tenure-track faculty member whose
composition class they attend and
occasionally teach and grade over the
course of an entire semester, all the
while conferring with the professor
in order to take stock of what they
are learning about learning.
Not all of these students, however, finally enter the classroom,
since graduate student teachers are
handpicked by the Graduate Coordinator, in consultation with the Director of the Writing Center and the
Director of Composition.
The Director of Composition,
moreover, maintains close contact
with the GAs as they teach, helping them to recognize and negotiate
challenges as they arise.
This is all by way of saying that
the DEN’s characterization of our
fine teachers as somehow unprepared
is reckless, made without any understanding of how we do things in the
English Department.
Your characterization of our graduate student teaching program as a
cost-cutting measure, moreover, is
worse than that. Does the editorial

board of the DEN seriously believe
that the support and training program I have described amounts to a
cost-saving strategy?
Never, in all of the conversations I
have had with the people at this university who have worked on this program, have I ever heard anyone mention cost as a motivating factor, for
the obvious reason that the investment we make to allow one graduate student teach one class cannot be
considered by any informed measure
a cost-saving step.
And the idea that we place graduate students in the classroom as a
way to divert money toward things
like bathroom stalls is just silly; indeed it’s beneath me to reply to that.
The motives that have produced
this program in the English Department have nothing to do with saving money.
They come from a different set of
priorities; they come from a set of
values I don’t expect you to understand.
Dr. Christopher Hanlon
associate professor of English

agreement, misuse of “what,” misuse
of a semi-colon, and clumsy use of
“you.”
One student was ready to write
back explaining that when a singular noun is used, such as “professor”
in the tenth paragraph, the pronoun
that follows it must also be singular—“he or she,” not “they.”
But if the journalism student
who wrote the editorial doesn’t have
time for another writing course, perhaps he or she can go for help to the

Writing Center where all of the current graduate students who teach
have tutored for a year or more and
have taken a class in the Teaching of
Writing and Tutoring, in addition
to Mentored Composition Teaching and Studies in Composition and
Rhetoric.
That’s three, not one, graduate
courses dealing with the teaching of
writing.
Daiva Markelis,
associate English professor

Biology grad students
not prepared to teach

D

We are the faculty members of
the Department of Biological Sciences that have been directly affected this semester by the implementation of graduate students
teaching labs. We would like to
elaborate as to how this program
works and the method to which it
was implemented.
Unlike the program in the English Department, the graduate students in the Biological Sciences only
attended a five-hour orientation before being given primary teaching
responsibilities in labs. They did not
volunteer – they were chosen.
They are not supervised- they
are alone with complete control of
labs. In addition, we do not mentor these graduate students. They
are “mentored” by the coordinator of the program, who has never
even taught the course.
The graduate students have never
taken this course. They are “learning as they go” to be an instructor.
We are told that graduate students may possibly one day teach
at a community college and, therefore, need this experience.
A master’s degree is required to
teach at a community college. Why
should EIU’s standards be any less?
We should not alter the educa-
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Midnight
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biology instructor
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tional experiences of undergraduates at EIU for the sake of a graduate program.
The bottom line, as clearly outlined in a proposal by the department chair himself, is that cheap
graduate labor is the primary factor, allowing the department to cut
a faculty position.
We believe that the method in
which this program was implemented is illegal. It goes against
our department by-laws, which
state that faculty should have voting rights on any issues brought before them (such as this). Faculty in
Biological Sciences were not given
this opportunity.
We want to teach our students.
We want to interact with them in
the lab. It is our opinion that lecture and lab should coincide, especially as our students will ultimately receive only one grade for
this course.
We simply want to do our best
possible jobs we can at teaching
our undergraduate, non-major students. Incidentally, they are the
ones that will suffer as a result of
this program.
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Dining hours

Extension increases students’ options
By Shane Evans
Staff reporter
The recent extension of dining hall and Java Beanery and Bakery hours might not be as noticeable
as the construction of the Doudna
Fine Arts Center or development on
Lincoln Avenue, but it will directly
affect a large number of Eastern students.
Mark Hudson, director of housing and dining, said the extended
hours were a direct response to the
Residence Hall Satisfaction Survey
the school distributes every year.
“We take a survey of the resi-

dents as to what was working, what
wasn’t working, and there was some
suggestion of additional hours,”
Hudson said. “It’s part of our ongoing effort to meet student needs and
requests.”
Four-and-a-half hours have been
added to weekend hours and the
hours have increased 36.5 total
hours for a whole week.
“Students suggested a little more
flexibility and we look at the hours
and see what we can manage and
expand them accordingly,” Hudson
said.
The Java Beanery and Bakery also
extended its hours.

The Beanery increased its hours
by 16.5 hours and will now be open
on Saturdays.
The additions result in a 57.25hour increase in dining time.
Nikki Larney, a senior communications disorders and sciences major,
is an employee of Stevenson Tower Dining Center and works during
the week.
“I don’t work the extended hours
so the change doesn’t really affect
me as a worker; as a student I like
it,” Larney said.
Hudson said the university would
not be able to find out if the extended hours are benefiting students

right away.
“Generally we get a report every
quarter of usage,” Hudson said.
“We will probably look back at the
end of first semester and see what it
looks like.”
Hudson said with the additional hours came an increase in labor,
but if the new hours are utilized
by students, then it is a reasonable
trade-off.
Larney said a normal shift for
a student dining service worker is right around two hours a day,
depending upon student schedules
and how much the employees are
willing to work.

“Except on weekends, the smallest shift is two hours,” she said.
As for the increase in students,
Larney said she has not been there
to experience it first hand, but she
thinks the students are beginning
to make use of the new hours more
often as the semester continues
because they are finally beginning
to notice that the hours have actually changed.
F0r complete hours
and daily menus, go to
www.eiu.edu/~dining

Head chefs?
Who needs ‘em?
Each dining center
has its own meat, salad
and vegetable cook as
well as its own baker
By Colleen Kitka
Staff Reporter

ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Nathan Galloway, a freshman industrial technologies major, places a slice of cheese on his hamburger
while eating lunch in Thomas Dining Center on Thursday afternoon. Dining centers on campus do not
have head chefs. Instead, they have their own specialized cooks and a baker.

Serving more than 4,000 students
daily, Panther Dining is its own
working machine.
Each dining center has its own set
of cooks and kitchen staffs to prepare
the food students eat everyday.
Steve Underwood, salad cook from
Taylor Dining Center, said there are
no head cooks; everyone is equal.
Each kitchen has its own meat,
vegetable and salad cook, as well as a
baker.
Underwood has spent 11 years in
the food service industry and four
years at Eastern.
Before arriving at Taylor he was
a supervisor in the University Food
Court.
He spent a year in an apprenticeship program at Opryland Hotel
Culinary School in Nashville.
“The more experience you have,
the better chance you get the job,” he
said.
With such experience, he was
brought to Taylor and now preps for
the salad line.
After coming to Taylor, he is happy with his position.
The people in the kitchen make it
“a fun place to work.”
Food served in the dining centers
is not always prepared.
“Some is prepared, some is made,”
said Kayla Grissom, a sandwich cook

at Thomas Dining Center.
The food that is not bought readyto-use needs to be made.
“Each unit has a recipe book that
we use for all menu items that we
make from scratch,” said Brian Schneider, assistant director of the Carman Dining Center. “This is to help
with menu/food costs as well as to
ensure that all items are made the
same no matter what cook is making
it on a given day.”
Training is offered to all cooks at
the dining centers.
“We try and do training every year
for all of our staff,” said Jody Horn,
director of Panther Dining. “Certain
training topics vary every year. It
depends on what staff asks for or
what is current and available at the
time.”
Changes in menus are common
in the dining centers and are influenced by cooks, workers and student
opinion.
“We work together and look at
new trends,” said Sheila Poffinbarger,
assistant director of the Taylor Dining Center.
Panther Dining receives ideas from
vendors, food shows, other schools
and restaurants.
Sometimes cooks even try new
things in small batches, to see if they
would work out in the dining center.
Students are then asked for feedback.
“We see what they think,” Horn
said. “They are the ones who are
going to eat it.”
Panther Dining also works with
special diets.
“We’ll try to work with anyone who has special dietary needs as
much as possible,” Proffinbarger said.

BOT meeting to approve money for Doudna
doudna, from Page 2

“We are now ready to draw out that money
and finish the project,” Nilsen said.
The approval of the $7.9 million will be one
of the purchasing items the Board of Trustees
has to decide on at their first meeting of the
semester.
The Board of Trustees will meet at 2 p.m.
today in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
The university needs the money now
because of the delay, Nilsen said.
“When the money was released for the
project, we lost two to three years and, conse-

“

When it got to this end of the project,
the money that would have been
sufficient to complete (Doudna) back
when it was first approved was short.”
Jill Nilsen, vice president for external relations
quently, lost two to three years of buying power,” Nilsen said. “When it got to this end of
the project, the money that would have been
sufficient to complete the building back when
it was first approved was short.”

Nilsen added the money would go to construction-related expenses if approved.
“(The construction updates) are for us to
get the building we want,” she said.
The board will also have to decide on an

upgrade to Eastern’s WebCT course management system. The upgrade costs around
$300,000.
The board has to approve any purchases
exceeding $250,000.
The board will also review a breakdown of
other revenue Eastern received for the fiscal
year 2007. Outside of receiving funds for the
Illinois budget and tuition and fees, Eastern
collects other revenue from grants and contracts. President Bill Perry will give his first
President’s Report to the board. Perry plans
to discuss study abroad, the Eastern Reads
program and highlight safety and security
upgrades to the residence halls.
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Putting around at Isaak’s
By Stacy Smith
Senior Verge Reporter
Video games wallpaper the left side of
the 10,500 square foot building of Isaak’s
Family Fun, while two pool tables center
the games.
Two large tables placed in the
middle of the floor await hyper children
celebrating birthdays with friends and
family.
If not used, a jukebox plays
random music loudly. However, the
main attraction is the indoor 18-hole
miniature golf course. Black lights
beamed down on the course guiding
players to the next hole.
After working about 110 hours a
week in agriculture sales, Salem native
Mark Isaak decided to quit the sales
market and start his own business, Isaak’s
Family Fun, which opened last July.
“Agriculture is too stressful. I have a
different lifestyle now,” he said. “I can get
out of bed in the morning now when I
want to.”
After browsing the Internet, Isaak
thought an indoor miniature golf place
would be popular and unique.
“If you want to find something like
this you have to go out about 70 miles
away to the bigger cities,” he said.
With 6,000 square feet still available,
Isaak hopes to open laser tag in midDecember. He also hopes to offer
pinball, ski-ball and air hockey soon.
“When I first opened, I did surveys to
get feedback of the course and find out
what else people want,” he said.
Isaak said he thinks being inside can
have its benefits.
“I can change the difficulty level of
the course any day of the week,” he said.
“Also, if people don’t like the heat they
can play in the air conditioning, and
when it gets cold, people will still have
something to do.”
Although only prepackaged food and

Fast Facts: Isaak’s Family
Fun
• What: Indoor miniature golf
• When: Tentative hours are Monday
- Thursday from 3 to 10 p.m., Friday
from 3 p.m. to midnight, Saturday
from 1 p.m. to midnight and Sunday
1 to 9 p.m.
• Where: 1421 Old State Road in
Mattoon
• Cost: $4.75 for 18 holes and $6 for
36 holes

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | ON THE VERGE

Jeremy Spivey of Mattoon putts on the sixth hole at Isaak’s Family Fun Wednesday evening. The indoor-miniature golf course uses black light, putting a new spin on the game.

drinks are offered, Isaak’s Family Fun
can accommodate guests with food and
drinks from Villa Pizza in Mattoon.
Isaak said his biggest challenge of
opening his own business is finding the

right advertising to target customers,
which is why he hired marketing
manager Joe Hawn.
“I couldn’t have done it without Joe,”
Isaak said. “I’m lucky to have him.”

Isaak found Hawn on Lake Land
Community College’s employment Web
site.
“In a business standpoint, you can
learn everything in a book, but it’s the
experience that teaches you,” Hawn said.
Joy Angel, employee at Isaak’s Family
Fun, helped Isaak’s dream come true.
“We met, and I helped him get things
started and get the building ready,” she
said.
Angel said she hopes the business will
be successful because she thinks it will
benefit the community.
“The way the world is today, it really
is all about the children. They grow
up and become adults and I think
it’s important that they enjoy their
childhood,” she said. “There’s not a lot to
do in Mattoon besides skating, bowling
and movies, so this gives more variety
for kids to do so they’re not getting in
trouble.”
Alex Nolan, a 20-year-old Mattoon
resident, thinks Isaak’s Family Fun is the
best miniature golf place around.
“Other mini-golf places’ hours are
horrible and if people can’t take the heat,
they can come here,” he said.
Even though it is outside of town,
people think it is worth the distance.
“Unfortunately, it’s (Isaak’s Family
Fun) in a bad location, but that’s
overlooked because it’s awesome,” Nolan
said.

Popular Bags thrown into tailgating
By Sarah Jean Bresnahan
Verge Reporter

Whether it’s used as a way to
pass a Sunday afternoon or as a
drinking game, one thing has been
made clear; Bags is a popular, fun
and easy game that has been taking
college campuses by storm.
Eastern recognizes the game’s
popularity and is providing
Bags boards and beanbags at the
Alcohol-Free Tailgate, called Bags
‘n U, at 4 p.m. Saturday at O’Brien
Stadium before Eastern’s football
team plays Illinois State. The game
begins at 6 p.m and is free for
students with a panther card.
“Along with bags, we also
offer food and beverages. It’s
an educational game with an
opportunity to win amazing
prizes,” said Amber Shaverdi, a
graduate assistant who is helping
Health Services to put on the
event.
The grand prize of the day is a
Nintendo Wii.
Northern Illinois University also
recognizes the trend and has a Bags
set available to rent in the residence
halls. Chicago even has its own
version of the game, which uses
smaller boards, making it easier to
tailgate with them.

Fast Facts: Bags ‘n U
• What: Bags sets will be

provided at the Alcohol-Free
Tailgate
• When: 4 p.m. Saturday
• Where: O’ Brien Stadium

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | ON THE VERGE

Luke Anliker, a senior English education major, and Ingrid Bode, a graduate student, throw bags after class Wednesday afternoon.

Bags, also referred to as
Cornhole, Bean Bag Toss and
Baggo, is a game that combines
minimal skill, simple physics and
has similar rules to horseshoes. It
originated in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Levi Cox, a freshman art major,
says that he started playing Bags
at home in Peoria. His family has

their own set of boards. Cox likes
the games because it is not difficult
and it is relaxing.
“(It is) easy to learn. The game
is relaxing, and a good way to have
a good time with people,” Cox
said.
Scott Fisher, a transfer business
major, also enjoys playing Bags.

He first saw the game played at a
carnival, after which his dad then
had a set of boards made.
“We just looked up the rules
online, and it sounded really
interesting, so we kind of just went
with it,” Fisher said. “It became a
casual thing at our house, and (I)
carried it onto campus life.”
He brought his own set of Bags
to campus and plays the game
regularly.
“We’re trying to make it a thing
on Eastern’s campus,” Fisher said.
To play Bags, there are basic
rules that most students find easy
to understand. Cox said the rules
are easy to learn.
To start, players need two
teams; each team consisting of
one or two players. The boards,
which are planks of wood with a
hole cut in them and propped up,
are placed approximately 20 feet
apart. Although the boards can be
bought, many students choose to
make their own.

Fisher said his dad made
about 10 sets so Fisher could
host tournaments back in his
hometown. Fisher has also hosted
tournaments at Eastern.
Students sometimes also make
the eight required beanbags
necessary for play. Each team has
four beanbags. Opposing players
take turns tossing their beanbags at
the other side’s board until all eight
bags have been tossed.
After the round, called an
inning, the first score is counted.
Each game goes up to 21 points. A
team receives three points for each
bag that made it into the hole, and
one point for each bag that landed
on the surface of the board.
A bag that was pushed in the
hole by an opponent’s toss counts
as well. For example, if Team A has
one bag in the hole, they have three
points. If Team B has two bags on
the board, they have two points.
The score total for the round for
Team A is one point and Team B is
zero points.
“In Peoria, we have a different
way of scoring than they do here in
Charleston,” Cox said. “It’s three
points if it’s in the hole, two points
if it hits the ring outside the hole,
and one point for landing it on the
board.”
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ROYAL HEIGHTS
APARTMENTS

Immediate Openings for 2007
1, 2, 3 person rates
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-Furnished
-1.5 Bath
-dishwasher

-New Carpet
-Free covered parking
-Onsite Laundry

Close to Campus Life

For Info Call Becky at 345-0936

Park Apartments
Place

Immediate Openings for FALL 2007
1, 2, 3 person rates
1,2, 3 Bedroom Apartments
Remodeled Units
FREE Parking
PHOTO COURTESY OF SIPPY AND THE NIGHT OWLS

Sippy and the Night Owls will play about 50 songs, covers and originals, at 10 tonight in Mac’s Uptowner. The
Charleston band has recently signed a recording contract with Howlin’ Dog Records.

Fully Furnished, Trash Paid
Contact Rachel @ 348-1479

Owls to stop tour, make CD

By Sam Sottosanto
Verge Reporter
It might be a while before the likes of Eastern see
blues/punk/rock band, Sippy and the Night Owls
again.
Performing originals as well as covers, Sippy and
the Night Owls, a Charleston band, will play one
more show after its performance
at 10 tonight at Mac’s Uptowner
before taking a break.
After Charleston, the band
will perform on October 20 in
Altamont at On the Rox Pub and
Grill.
The band is taking a short
hiatus for about a couple months to concentrate on
recording.
“Normally, we are booked up almost every
Saturday. We made a choice to stop (so we could)
make a CD,” said Bruce Goble, the band’s keyboard,
harmonica and accordion player.
The band hopes to release a CD next year and
recently signed a recording contract with Howlin’
Dog Records. Some original songs that the band
performs include “Backroads,” “Baby’s Not Crazy”
and “Ooey Baby.”
Covers Sippy and the Night Owls perform include
Robert Johnson’s notoriously covered tune, “Sweet
Home Chicago” and Hank Williams’s “Move It On
Over.”
The band said that it will play about 50 songs total
and Goble said that the band’s music is not the typical
blues that comes to students mind.

“We always say it’s not the blues your mom and
dad are listening to. The original standards are kind of
redone in our own way,” Goble said.
Pierre Briere, the band’s drummer, said that the
blues Sippy and Night Owls play are not all sad like
most people think.
“There’s the preconceived notion that blues is sad,
and yeah some is sad, but by in large, the blues ain’t
sad,” Briere said.
According to lead vocalist/guitarist, Mike “Sippy”
Harmoson, people of any age can enjoy the band. He
said he is sometimes afraid they will drive the older
crowd away, but it has not happened yet.
“We’re a pretty active band,” Harmoson said. “We
don’t just stand there and perform.” Bruce (is) on the
floor rolling around and jumping off tables, and our
bass player (Ed Carpenter) is also active.”
Briere said that he plays music because it’s good for
the soul.
“There’s not a day that goes by in my life that
I don’t listen to music,” Briere said. “I got to have
music. I freak out if I don’t.”
Harmoson said he is really close with the rest of
the band.
“It’s like a marriage, only having four guys working
on the same goal,” he said. “It’s fun coming in with an
idea (for a song) and watching it grow.”

playlist

Matt Feely
grad student
in counseling
and student
development

out Fridays

Fast Facts: Sippy and the night
owls
• What: A blues/punk/rock band from Charleston
• When: 10 tonight
• Where: Mac’s Uptowner

The Verge: Do you have a
favorite song within your top
five selection?
Feeny: I really like the song
“Too Close.” It is a big favorite
of mine. But my taste in music
is pretty inconsistent.

Saturday
$2.00 Heinie & Heinie Light
$2.00 Domestic Bottles
$5.25 Red Bull & Vodka Doubles
$3.50 Zoos/Cali Ice-T
$2.50 SOCO & Lime Shots

$2.50 Miller Chill & Import Bottles
$3.00 Vodka, Rum & Whiskey Doubles
$3.50 Zoos
$2.75 Bombs- Cherry, Blue, Pink
Lemonade, and Orange
Lunch: Fish & Chips, Soda or Draft $5.99

“Dirty Doc/Naughty Nurse” Party!
Win Cash: $150 Sexiest Nurse
$50 Best Doc
* Party starts @ 10PM*

Sunday

NFL

Central

WATCH ALL THE GAMES HERE!
$2.75 24 oz coors Light Drafts
$20.00 coors Light Towers
$2.50 Lunch Box Shots
.25 Wings/ $1.50 Chili
Lunch: Chili Dog, fries, Soda or
Draft $3.99

On September 16, 2007...
The Ladies of Kappa Delta would
like to wish all the women of EIU a
wonderful
NATIONAL WOMEN’S
FRIENDSHIP DAY!

CITY SCAPES

“Ninja Rap”
Vanilla Ice
“Yeah”
Usher
“Too Close’”
Next
“Boogeyman”
White Zombie
“Bulls on Parade”
Rage Against the Machine

Welcome Back EIU!

September Special
Guy Hair Cuts $10
Girls Coloring $5 off

vergestaff
Contact the On The Verge staff
by e-mail at DENverge@gmail.com
or visit us on the Web at
www.dennews.com

The Verge promises not to pull an Orville Redenbacher and give you ‘popcorn lung.’
Verge editor
Associate Verge editor
Senior Verge reporter

Kristina Peters
Jason Duarte
Stacy Smith

Give Kelly, Kelsey or Anna a call at
345.4451

1408 6th St
Charleston, IL

GOT ADS? call the den

		

581.2816

wrapup
on the verge
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Vocals in ‘Deliver Us’ don’t deliver
By Logan Richardson
Verge Reporter

The first thing that anyone will notice
when he or she looks at the newest Darkest
Hour album, “Deliver Us,” is the artwork by
John Baizley.
The artwork is very dark, but it’s also got
a cartoonish quality to
it.
The animated girl,
looking as though she is
suffering from leprosy,
is holding a circle of
maggots put together.
Flies riddle her
body and bones are protruding from her
hair as her free arm blocks her eyes. Upon
first glimpse, this is definitely a heavy metal
album. For all “metalheads” or addicts to
the music of mayhem, this album looks
promising and makes a real metal maniac
have the urge to hear it.
The song list on the back of the album,
along with more beautifully morbid artwork,

album details

• Artist: Darkest Hour
• Album: “Deliver Us”
• Label: Victory Records
• Release date: Now available
• Current single: “One Love”
• Past Albums: “Undoing Ruin,” “Hidden
Hands of a Sadist Nation”

looks very promising to its listener. Song
titles such as “Doomsayer (The Beginning
of the End),” “Demon(s),” “Tunguska”
and “Full Imperial Collapse,” herald a very
delightfully death metal album that is almost
certain to boil the blood.
The intro of the first song on this album,
“Doomsayer (The Beginning of the End),”
pulls you directly into the world of this
metal monstrosity.

Just when you think this album is
absolutely incredible, then comes the let
down. John Henry’s vocals kick in.
Until then, guitarists Mike Schleibaum
and Chris Norris, drummer Ryan Parrish
and bassist Paul Burnette are absolutely
spectacular.
In every song of this album, the
instrumentals are perfectly melodic,
methodic and beautifully arranged.

Unfortunately, the singer’s voice is very
untrained. His screams sound wonderful
when the songs begin, but throughout the
songs, it remains entirely the same. He never
varies or goes into different pitches. Every
single scream and growl sounds exactly the
same.
Without the proper training, metal
singers usually suffer from the inability to
change up their voices.
Perhaps, with the proper training, this
band could really go far in the heavy metal
world of music.
Until then, the instrumentalists need to
keep doing what they’re doing because it’s
absolutely incredible, but the vocalist really
needs to get his voice in check and learn
some variations of pitch and tone.
Let’s face it, instrumentals are incredible,
but the singer makes the music.
If you’re looking for something to
improve your metal guitar playing or
drumming, this is a good album to buy, but
if you want a great metal album to just chill
and listen to, this isn’t for you.

Cabot’s recent Local weekend community events calendar
book follows TODAY
previous mold
By Sam Sottosanto
Verge Reporter
It’s every girl’s dream
to meet an incredibly
handsome, rich and smart
guy to be in a relationship
with; especially if you’re
Lizzie
Nichols, who has had
her fair share of stupid
boyfriends.
Lizzie Nichols is
the main character
of Meg Cabot’s new
book, “Queen of
Babble in the Big City.” Though the book
was extremely conversational, and it almost
felt as if Lizzie was talking to the reader
personally, it was a typical Cabot book.
It was uplifting and fit the mold of
her past books. There was the dream guy,
unsupportive parents, best friend (although
there is a twist with Lizzie’s best friend that
is not so typical after all), annoying coworker and city life of New York.
However, Lizzie Nichols isn’t your
average New Yorker. She is set out to change
the world – set out to change the world of a
bride-to-be.
She does everything from altering
wedding dresses, designing the gowns
themselves, to accessorizing and adding a
personal touch. The only problem with this
is that she’s an almost-college graduate with
no experience and nobody will hire her or
even give her the time of day.
Lizzie is heavily focused on her
boyfriend, Luke, who she knew she was
destined to marry since the first time he
bought her a Diet Coke. She goes into a
fantasy world during instances of the book
about how happy she will be when he
proposes – and she’s absolutely sure he will.
She’s even created her own method of trying
to catch him and keep him committed,
to which she has named, “The Woodland
Creature Theory.”
If you’re a bride-to-be or even if you have
the boyfriend you hope is “the one,” this
read is enjoyable because it is relateable and
funny.
For those unattached or not with the
right person, it’s still a nice book to curl up
and read after a stressful day.

Event | “Walkout” showing
Time | 6 p.m.
Location | Coleman Auditorium
More info | “Walkout” is a 2006 film

Event | The King and His Knights
Time | 9 p.m.
Location | The Iron Post in Urbana
More info | The King and His Knights is a

alternative rock band from Schaumburg. The
band is currently in the middle of recording a

based on the true story of the 1968 East L.A.

CD. Admission is $3.

walkouts. The walkouts were prompted by Paula

SATURDAY

Crisostomo, a student activist and MexicanAmerican, who was tired of being treated
unequally. The movie is being shown in part of
Latino Heritage Month.

Event | “300” and “Pirates of the Caribbean: At
World’s End” showing

Time | 7 p.m.
Location | South Quad
More info | University Board is showing
both “300” and “Pirates of the Caribbean: At
World’s End” outside in the South Quad. There
will be free popcorn and prizes.

Event | Darden Purcell
Time | 7 p.m.
Location | Jim Gould in Champaign
More info | Darden Purcell is a jazz
musician from the Champaign-Urbana area.
She graduated with a bachelor of arts in vocal
jazz performance from Virginia Polytechnic and
State University. Her various influences include
Natalie Cole, Sara McLaughlin, Aretha Franklin,
Chaka Khan, Martina McBride, Trisha Yearwood
and Faith Hill. She will also be performing at 7
p.m. Saturday.

Event | Umphrey’s McGee
Time | 8 p.m.
Location | Canopy Club in Urbana
More info | The band identifies The Beatles
and Led Zeppelin as primary influences with a
reverence the members describe as “biblical.”
The band’s playing and writing reflects these
influences, yet maintains its own contemporary
originality through a diligent avoidance of
clichés and a willing patience to wait for the
freshest expression of an idea to emerge.

Wall2Wall Guitar Festival. In 1993 the band

formed and its influences include Bob Dylan,

John Coltrane, Neil Young and Keith Richards.

SUNDAY

Event | The Line Between Noise
Time | 8 p.m.
Location | The Canopy Club in Urbana
More info | The Line Between Noise is

Event | Harry Manx
Time | 4 p.m.
Location | The Krannert Center for the

a rock/alternative/metal band. The band’s

Performing Arts

Rolling events

More info | Harry Manx is a blues/roots
musician from Canada. He plays the slide guitar,

influences include Outcast, Guns and Roses and
Chris Daughtry.

tamboura, banjo and harmonica. Manx has

Event | Permanent Collection Recent

released six albums since he signed with the

Acquisitions

record label, Dog My Cat, in 2001.

Event | Leah Beabout
Time | 8 p.m.
Location | Common Grounds in Mattoon
More info | Leah Beabout is a hip-hop/R&B/

Duration | Thru Sept. 16
Location | Tarble Arts Center
More info | This exhibit features landscape
paintings by Paul T. Sargent, a “blueprint” photo
quilt, books of woodcuts by Charles Turzak,
Native American beadwork and contemporary

reggae musician from New York. Her influences

art. The largest grouping is a selection of oil

include Dolly Parton, Bjork, Prince, Willie Nelson

landscape paintings by the Charleston native

and The Bunny Slippers. Her performance at

and Eastern alumnus Sargent.

Common Grounds will be a 2-hour set.

Event | Friday Night Villain
Time | 8 p.m.
Location | Grand Ballroom in the Martin

Event | Celebrating the Collection
Duration | Thru Oct. 14
Location | Tarble Arts Center
More info | This survey of holdings in

Luther King Jr. University Union

Tarble’s art collection includes works that

More info | Friday Night Villain is based out

represent the major collection areas: paintings

of Charleston. The band describes its music as

by Paul T. Sargent (recently restored) and Robert

indie/pop/electronica. The band has a unique

M. Root; Illinois folk arts;

sound and orginal songs like “Birfday Party,”

American Scene art on paper; contemporary

“Wax on Words,” “Sweet Icing” and “Sink or

Midwestern art on paper; and Oaxacan carvings

Swim.”

from Mexico.

Event | Delta Kings
Time | 11:30 p.m.
Location | Krannert Center for the

Event | “Andean Mythical Representations”
exhibit

Performing Arts

More info | The Delta Kings are an

Duration | Thru Oct. 14
Location | Booth Library
More info | As a part of Latino Heritage

Americana/rock/blues band from Champaign.

Month, the Booth Library is having the “Andead

The band will be performing in part of the

Mythical Representations” exhibit, which
features artisan works from Northern Argentina.

hotspots
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Stroll through Fox Ridge trails
Fox Ridge State Park offers
nine trails that total 14 miles,
exclusively used for hiking
By Jason Duarte
Associate Verge Editor
As summer nears an end and autumn
dawns upon us, the temperature will lower as
we get closer and closer to 2008.
For those who like to be outdoors
without sweating profusely, something to
do that’s not only physically, but visually
exciting, is hiking.
Fox Ridge State Park offers 14 miles of
trail, containing nine different trails.
“The park was started in 1939 by the
Civilian Conservation Core,” said Art Jewell,
Fox Ridge park ranger. “They helped put in
the original eight miles of trail.”
The eight miles is a combination of three
different trails.
“The eight mile trail is a combination of
several trails; Trail of Trees, Acorn Avenue
and parts of Riverview.”
A bag of gravel was first used to make the
trails.
In the late 1930s, the Civilian
Conservation Core would carry a bag of
gravel out onto the trail, and wherever the
last person would dump his bag, they would
dump their bag there and go on, Jewell said.
Aside from having many miles of scenic
trails, Fox Ridge is known for its steep ridges
and local wildlife.
The most common animals spotted are
various birds such as turkeys, turkey vultures,
hawks, pheasant, owls and quails.
Besides having a wide variety of birds, Fox
Ridge serves as a home for mammals as well.
Forest mammals such as deer, squirrels,
raccoons, rabbits and foxes can also be seen
at Fox Ridge, which is located just eight
miles south of Charleston on Rt. 130.
Fox Ridge’s hiking trails range from easy
to rugged in difficulty.
“Some of them, like the Riverview are
rugged trails,” said Jodi McKinney, Fox
Ridge’s office coordinator. “It’s a little over
five miles long, so that’s the longest trail.
And then we’ve got some short trails that are
two-tenths of a mile.”
The steep inclines make for a wide variety
of difficulties on the trails, though. The
steeper ones fall under the “rugged” category.
“Our trails go through the ravines out
here,” McKinney said. “Some of them are on
a steeper hill and some of them have a lot of
stairs.”
The Eagle’s Nest trail contains over 100
stairs.
“You can get a good workout on them,”
McKinney said. “We have a lot of people
come out and jog the trails. The Riverview
trail is really nice; it’s very pretty because it
goes along the river, and that’s the one that’s
five miles and it’s rugged.”
The park rangers maintain the trails,
keeping them cut, clean and useable to the
public.
“(For) the Riverview trail we try to mow
at least once a month,” Jewell said. “We have
a horse trail here for equestrians. That gets
mowed about every month or two months.”
Fox Ridge also has routine trail
inspections every month to two months.
“Whenever we do a trail inspection, we
try to make sure what needs to be mowed,”
Jewell said. “The rest of the trails are very
wide, so we don’t need to mow them often
at all.”
McKinney also added that during the
inspections, they make sure there are no large
fallen tree branches on the trails and that the
trials remain safe.
“A lot of times, people come up and tell
us, ‘Hey there’s a tree branch in such and
such place and it’s pretty big,’ and then we’ll
have to go down and clean it up,” she said.

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI| ON THE VERGE

Roger Hilzer of Charleston looks for the Eagles Nest trail in Fox Ridge State Park, south of Charleston on Rt. 130, Tuesday afternoon. “I have
not been hiking much lately because of the hot weather, but today seems so much cooler and a lot nicer to go hiking,” Hilzer said.

Fast Facts: Fox Ridge state
park trails
• What: Fox Ridge State Park offers 14

miles of land, containing nine different
trails
• When: Fox Ridge is open from 7:30
a.m. to 10 p.m. April to October and
8:30 a.m. to sunset from November
to March. Ridge Lake is tentatively
scheduled to re-open Memorial Day
2008
• Where: Fox Ridge is located eight
miles south of Charleston on Rt. 130

Jodi McKinney | Fox ridge state
park office coordinator
“Some of them (trails) are on
a steeper hill and some of
them have a lot of stairs.”
Jewell takes care of the trails and makes
sure they stay well kept and that the park is
clean.
“I do a little bit of everything,” Jewell
said. “I help clean shower buildings, shelters,
restrooms and things like that. I work on
trails, mow and pick up trash; that sort of
thing.”
The park, however, does not have a litter
problem.
“We do keep trash cans down on the
trail system and really, we don’t have a lot of
problems with littering,” McKinney said.
Something Fox Ridge doesn’t allow is
biking. The reason for this is the park wants
to make sure the trails stay nice and people
stay safe.
Not only does the wear from biking make
the trails difficult to hike on, but the park’s
many ravines make it dangerous as well.
“It is hard on trails,” McKinney said.
“Since we’re in a ravine, it would not be safe
at all. There’s no good way to get down into
the main trails system on a bike.”
Another feature at Fox Ridge State Park is
Ridge Lake. While there are no trails around
the lake, people can walk along the edge.
Jewell said the reason there are no trails

ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | ON THE VERGE

Many of the trails at Fox Ridge have unmarked paths scattered throughout them that lead
to interesting views and sites. Some of the trails are marked off because of construction,
but there are plenty of trails to walk in the 2.064 acres of land that Fox Ridge is located.

there is because of signs going towards it
that would make putting a trail there very
difficult.
The lake, instead, serves mostly as a place
people can go to fish or row around in on a
nice day. It is currently closed and tentatively
anticipated to re-open on Memorial Day of
2008.
“Right now they’re (Natural History
Survey) working on the spillway so they had
to close it,” McKinney said.
Ridge Lake is normally open Memorial
Day through Labor Day.
“It’s operated by the Natural History
Survey and they want to weigh and measure
every fish, so there is no bank fishing
(currently) allowed,” Jewell said.
The park provides boats, oars and

cushions, but prohibits anyone from
bringing a motorboat, as the park prohibits
the use of motors in the lake.
Even though Ridge Lake is seasonal, the
park is open all year long. It is open 7:30
a.m. to 10 p.m. from April to October
and 8:30 a.m. to sunset during the winter
months. People from all age groups and
nearby locations visit the state park.
“We have people from Charleston and
Mattoon that come over,” Jewell said. “We
have high school classes come from Mattoon
or Kansas, grade schools, college kids and
families come. So it’s a good combination.”
In addition to hiking and row boating,
Fox Ridge also offers volleyball nets, a
basketball court, horseshoes and two softball
fields.
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Pristine field conditions kept for historic match
rugby, FROM PAGE 8B

Graziano walks out to Lakeside Rugby
Field, which has not been used for practice this
past week for preparations to the field.
He is overlooking the field to ensure everything is coming along.
One thing they have added to the field is
a big blue banner that reads ‘Panther Rugby’
with NCAA logos on the sides. They have also
added fences and more bleacher seating.
Graziano said if they could have found
more seating for the historic event, they would
have gotten it. Assistant coach Liz Jacoby said
the university has been making a lot of preparations to the field.
“We haven’t practiced on the field because
we don’t want to mess up the field,” Jacoby
said. “I think they anticipate a big crowd, but I
don’t think they have enough seating yet.”
Graziano says there will probably be
between 800 and 1,000 spectators but the can
probably only seat 700 spectators.
ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
He said they might have to take down
Freshman
prop
Anne
Schnura
stretches
with
the
team
before
Thursday’s practice.
some of the new fences to fit more people in
and feels confident there will be enough room loss of co-captain Eileen O’Rourke will affect team will be playing for Eileen.”
for everyone.
the team. The players, however, think they can
Graziano said he spent an hour talking to
Jacoby also said she feels the additions to use it as motivation.
O’Rourke about the implications of the injury.
the field has helped motivate players because
“I think we all feel bad for her,” Militello
“I’m heartbroken for her and she’s heartbrothey know the game is about to happen.
said. “She’s a senior, a captain and she leads us ken as well,” he said. “But we’re trying to find
Graziano said he worries about how the really well. To my knowledge, everyone on the something positive in all of this. Injuries are a

Sigma Rho Epsilon New Member
Only Mtg. on Sept. 13, 2007 in
Buzzard Auditorium 1501 at 6:00
p.m.

Newly Remodeled 2 BR w/ Loft,
on the Square, skylight, large
open LR. Heat, water, and trash
included. Asking 2 people, $325
each. 512-0334
______________________9/28
Check out Unique Properties
Apartments. Close to campus
and fully furnished. Still rooms
available for Fall & Spring, 6
locations to choose from. Check
us out on the web at www.
unique-properties.net (217)3455022
______________________10/5
JANUARY LEASES. 1, 2, 0R 3
PEOPLE. GOOD LOCATIONS,
NCE
APARTMENTS.
NO
PETS. 217-345-7286. WWW.
JWILLIAMSRENTALS.COM
_______________________ 00
Efficiency. Close to campus.
$325/month. All utilities included.
Males only. No pets. No smoking.
345-3232 days.
_______________________ 00
FOR
RENT:
Single
Apt.,
Charleston Square, $350/MO.

Includes gas, water, trash. Dave
345-2171 (9AM-11AM)
_______________________ 00
COASTAL
PROPERTIES
AVAILABLE, GREAT LOCATION:
1108 AND 1114 4TH STREET.
STOVE/REFRIGERATOR
INCLUDED,
TRASH
IS
INCLUDED. 2 BEDROOMS.
REASONABLE RATES. PLEASE
CALL 217-345-5088
_______________________ 00
BRITTANY
RIDGE
TOWN
HOMES FOR RENT. 3 OR 4
BR, 2 1/2 BATHS, TRASH AND
PARKING INCLUDED, FOR
$275/EACH. 348-5427
_______________________ 00
Brand New Driftwood Apt.
for Rent! 2 BR, W/D included,
privacy deck. $550/MO, 1 year
lease. 276-4509
_______________________ 00
Priced to rent: 3 BR apt. for 2 or
3, trash paid, security deposit and
lease required. SEMESTER LEASE
POSSIBLE. No pets. 348-8305
_______________________ 00
OLD MAIN IS IN THE BACK
YARD: 4 BR 2 Bath Duplex at
1520 9th St. $350/person. Stove,
refrig., micro., dishwasher, W/D.
Ph. 348-7746
_______________________ 00

Classified Advertising Rates

Student Classified Rates 581-2812
9-4 M-F
$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day

Non-student Classified Rates

$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day

$10

Monthly Online classified advertising
available
@ www.dennews.com

$10

2 BR APARTMENTS at 2001
S. 12th St. or 1305 18th St.
$240 each roommate with 2
residents. Trash paid. Call 3487746 for appointment. www.
CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 00
PERFECT FOR FACULTY OR
GRAD STUDENTS: 2 BR Duplex
on C St. Quiet cul-de-sac with
stove, refrig., micro., dishwasher,
W/D. $750/MO. Ph. 348-7746
www.CharlestonILApts.com
_______________________ 00
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS:
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_______________________ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments.
Extremely Close to Campus.
Across
from
Lantz.
Fully
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered
Rates. Grantview Apartments.
345-3353.
_______________________ 00
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000.
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with
furnished leather furniture. 10
or 12 month lease. 254-8458 or
273-2048.
_______________________ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom
houses $450/per person. All
utilities included.345-1400
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07 - ‘08. 1426 9TH ST.
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS.
348-8305.
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07-’08; 1,2&3 BR.. APTS.
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED.
PLENTY OF OFF STREET
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST.
APTS.. CALL 345-1266.
_______________________ 00

PRICE REDUCED -- $600 a
month!!! BRITTANY RIDGE -RENTING FOR 07-08 SCHOOL
YEAR.
4 BEDROOMS 2.5
BATH. UNIT HAS REF./STOVE,
AND W/D INCLUDED. UP TO
5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE. CALL
217-234-RENT.
_______________________ 00
Royal Heights Apts (behind
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath.
As low as $260 per/person.
Underground Parking. 345-0936
_______________________ 00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_______________________ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10
month lease. W/D (217) 2731395.
_______________________ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash
and parking included. Great
location. Call 217-345-2363.
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom apartments close to
campus. Quiet area. No pets. Call
345-7008
_______________________ 00
1 BR,2 BR, extra large apartments,
partially furnished. Available May
16. Ideal for couples. Located at
741-745 6th St. Rent $360-$410
per apartment. Water and trash
paid. Cat OK! Call 581-7729 or
345-6127.
_______________________ 00
1521 2nd, 6 bedroom; 1836
11th, 5 bedroom; 1621 12th, 2
bedroom. All houses south of
Lincoln with A/C & W/D. 5493273
_______________________ 00
3 BR house at 1615 12th St. 1
Bath, refrigerator, stove, and
dishwasher. $900/MO. Available
now. Sanders & Co., 234-RENT
_______________________ 00
Available July 1st: 2 BR house

part of athletics and she’s right in the middle
of this but there’s nothing I can say to ease her
pain.”
He said practice has been somewhat of a
mess at times without O’Rourke there.
Because of the injury, five players, including
their lead scorer Samantha Manto, have had to
switch positions. They have also been left with
no substitutions.
“One-third of my team will be playing new
positions,” Graziano said.
West Chester will be flying in at noon
today and will have a press conference at 3
p.m. which makes the game more of a reality
to the team.
“We’re a bit disoriented,” he said. I don’t
know who’s more nervous, West Chester coming here or us being the home team.”
Graziano stressed the importance of this
match goes beyond a win and loss, but he
thinks they should win and would hate to be
remembered for a loss.
“Ultimately, I think it’s important for EIU
to win this game,” Graziano said. “You don’t
want to say it’s a must-win, but it’s important to win. We’re a Division I school, they’re
a Division-II school. We’ve been in existence
about five more years and their funding compared to our funding.”
“For history’s sake, I hope we win this
game,” Graziano said.

for 1 or 2 people. Water and
trash included, off street parking,
central air, lawn care and snow
removal provided. $500/MO.
Buchanan St. Apt., 345-1266
_______________________ 00
Efficiency. Close to campus.
$325/month.
All utilities
included. Males only. No pets.
No smoking. 345-3232 days.
_______________________ 00
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY:3-5
BR HOUSES,1075 9TH ST. OR
1607 UNIVERSITY. CONTACT
US AT 345-6210 FOR A
VIEWING.
_______________________ 00
NOW
SHOWING
FOR
08’-09!
2,3,4,5,6,7,8
BR
APARTMENTS,DUPLEXES AND
HOUSES. CONTACT US AT 3456210 FOR YOUR ADVANCED
SHOWING, OR VISIT US AT
WWW.eiprops.com
_______________________ 00

BE WILLING TO UPGRADE TO
CLASS “C” LICENSE. PLEASE
APPLY AT 202 6TH ST. N0
PHONE CALLS.
______________________9/14

Country Lot in Town. 1+ acre
on Douglas St. All city utilities,
private, mature trees. One large
lot or divide into 3 lots. $57,500.
348-6011
______________________9/14
1994 Mustang convertible. great
condition, 159,000 miles. $3000/
OBO.
217-254-4120,
leave
message.
______________________9/28

!Bartending! Up to $250/day. No
experience necessary, training
provided. 1-800-965-6520 ext.
239
_____________________12/10

Friendly, energetic person for
front desk at chiropractic office in
Mattoon. 8:00-5:30 M-W-F. Call
217-235-4664.
______________________9/14
CHARLESTON
LUMBER
IS
HIRING!!
IF YOU HAVE
WORKED AT A HOME CENTER
OR
LUMBERYARD
PLEASE
APPLY. APPLICANT MUST HAVE
A VALID DRIVERS LICENSE AND

Male student for PT odd jobs in
apartment and storage unit. Now
throughout school year. Truck
helpful. 217-348-1550. Give
available hours.
______________________9/17
Delivery Driver needed at
Pagliai’s Pizza. Apply within,
1600 Lincoln Ave.
______________________9/17
Rockome Gardens is looking for
energetic, fun, reliable wait staff.
Busers, cashiers, rovers for a new
restaurant concept. Personality
is a plus. Please apply in person
Mon. - Sat. 11am - 5pm at the
Rockome Gardens Administration
Office, Arcola, Illinois.
______________________9/21
We pay up to $75 per online
survey. www.CashToSpend.com
______________________9/28

One bedroom apartment. Quiet
neighborhood. Pets allowed.
Trash included. Down Davis
Street. $365 per month. Low
utilities. 217-561-6131
______________________9/17
Female sub-lessor needed Sept.
2007 - August 2008. $400/month
plus
utilities.
Washer/dryer/
dishwasher and central heating
and air. Small dogs allowed.
Please call Casey at 630-2906648.
______________________9/21
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Two ranked teams battle for bragging rights
FOOTBALL, FROM PAGE 8B

“We missed a tackle on the play
and that’s really all there is about
that,” Kelly said. “It sucks because
it makes the score look worse than
it actually was. It was a much closer game than a two-score game. If
we would have made that tackle, it
wouldn’t have mattered, but what
happened, happened.”
Kelly will have a chance to
remind Rice and the Redbirds
offense of last year’s game this Saturday at O’Brien Stadium.
Eastern (1-1) hosts its in-state
rival at 6 p.m. in the 96th meeting
between the two teams.
Both teams are ranked in the
Top 20 by several national polls, the
third straight year both teams come
into the game ranked. The series is
also the longest-standing game in
Illinois.
“This is a pretty on-going rivalry,” ISU All-American linebacker
Kye Stewart said. “It’s a little bit of
bragging rights.”
And the bragging rights have
been dominated by Illinois State the
last five games.
Last year Illinois State beat Eastern twice, with the second win coming in the first round of the Football
Championship Subdivision playoffs.
No current member of Eastern’s 93-man roster has ever won a
game against ISU while wearing an
Eastern uniform. The last Eastern
win came in 2002, a 45-10 win in
Charleston, when Tony Romo was
the Panthers starting quarterback.
And of the 10 current Eastern
coaches, head coach Bob Spoo and
defensive coordinator Roc Bellan-

AMIR PRELBERG | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Freshman linebacker Nick Nasti tackles wide receiver Dorien Bryant at Ross-Ade Stadium Saturday. Nasti’s first
game against Illinois State will be on Saturday. The Redbirds have won 8 of the last 10 games in the series.

toni are the only coaches remaining
from that 2002 team.
“There’s really no magic formula,” said Illinois State head coach
Denver Johnson. “This old game has
some funny quirks. Lot of that success we’ll have to attribute to some
good fortune coming our way.”
Bellantoni doesn’t downplay the

significance of this weekend’s game.
“It’s a huge game for our players,
you can’t deny it,” he said. “If I told
you otherwise, I’d be lying. They’re
sick of losing to these guys.”
ISU (1-1) features three-year
starter Drone under center, and
Rice is the team’s primary back this
year after serving as backup to Pierre

Rembert.
Rembert set an ISU single-season rushing record last year with
1,743 yards.
The 5-foot-11, 220-pound Rice
is fifth in the nation with an average
of 162 yards.
But he isn’t the only ISU running option.

Parrish Fisher, a 5-10, 205pound transfer from Kansas State,
rushed for a team-leading 112 yards
in Illinois State’s win against Murray
State last week.
“I can understand why they’ve
been as successful as they have been
because they are explosive guys,”
Eastern head coach Bob Spoo said.
“We’re aware of that and our focus
is to stop those two guys.”
The Redbirds can mix it up
offensively.
In a surprising season-opening
loss to Drake, Drone threw for 235
yards while the team rushed for 278
yards. Against Murray State, Drone
only completed 5-of-9 passes for 81
yards, while the running game had
237 yards.
“I’m sure they think they’ve
seen two teams throw for over 300
yards against us and regardless of
how good those teams and quarterbacks were, I’m sure they’re going to
try to challenge us through the air,”
Bellantoni said. “But against them,
if you can’t stop the run, they’re
not going to throw it. Like Murray
State, they couldn’t stop the run so
they didn’t have to throw it.”
But whether ISU throws the ball
more than run it, Eastern coaches and players don’t want the Redbirds to have an opportunity to add
a touchdown late in the game with
ISU leading.
“I still haven’t figured out what
was going through their minds
either there,” Spoo said. “Nevertheless, they did run one in late, but
that play shouldn’t have any effect
on us. If we prepare properly and do
the things that we’re coached to do,
and execute, we’ll be OK.”

Rugby to be part of historic match in college sports
CLUTTER, FROM PAGE 8B

To be able to say that you are the
first to do anything is big, let alone
in the NCAA.
My brother was the one who
talked me into playing rugby.
After he found out about my
recruit letter he came into my room
and said to me, “Who can say that
they went to college to play rugby?”
After that, it all made sense to
me. It didn’t matter that I had never played before or knew nothing
about the game.
I just wanted to be a part of
something special and something to
keep me on track in college.
Now I’m making history with my

team and being a part of something
even more special.
Not only can I say I went to college and played women’s rugby, but
now I can also say that I participated
in the first-ever NCAA rugby game.
However, this game is way
beyond my team or myself.
This game is about all of the
women who have played at Eastern.
The women who were here
before me and the women who are
here with me have all built this program along with Eastern head coach
Frank Graziano.
They have made this sport what
it is today and of course that is a lot
of pressure to have.
Of course the whole team is

thinking, “What is going to happen
if we lose?”
Well, that just can’t be an option
for us. We can’t control the past and
we can’t control the future.
We can only control right now
and right now we have to take care
of business. This might be the most
important game of our lives, but if
we put too much pressure on ourselves then we are more likely to do
too much and fall apart.
We need to just let things happen
and play like we know how. Coach
came up with a word to describe the
whole season before it ever began:
grit.
The one thing that will make us
rise above others is grit.

Just when you think you are done
and that you have had enough, grit
your teeth and push through.
You have to dig deep to a place
where you have never been before
and not be afraid to go there.
We must trust ourselves and our
teammates and not hesitate.
If we hesitate, then we are letting
down and if we let down then they
will take advantage.
Even though we might not think
it yet, but our team is ready. We have
been ready. Like I said earlier, this is
not just about us.
This game is about the blood,
sweet and tears that the previous
players before us have put into this
game.

All of the injuries, rises, and falls
they have endured go into this game.
This game is not only for past players, but it’s also for the future ones
as well.
West Chester isn’t just playing a
team of 15, they are playing against
hundreds of women. Many obstacles
have gotten in our way it seems like
every year, but every year we surpass
all of them and rise to the occasion.
Like Mark Twain said: “Twenty
years from now, you will be more
disappointed by the things that you
didn’t do than by the ones you did
do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail
away from the safe harbor. Catch the
trade winds in your sails. Explore.
Dream. Discover.”

2007

Fall Farm Family Fun
You can spend all day and never
do anything twice!

Attention:

you!

Open Daily
Sept. 15 - Oct. 31
11 mi. SE of Paris on Lower Terre Haute Rd.
217-275-3327
www.pumpkinworks.com

Should consider
a career in
advertising.... Call
the Ad Staff @

581.2816
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AMANDA fromm

ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

Junior flyhalf Amanda Fromm catches the ball during a receiving drill at practice . Fromm will help lead the Panthers will play West Chester at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at Lakeside Rugby Field.

Junior flyhalf Amanda Fromm is not afraid of
change. After starring in
basketball, volleyball and
track and field at Carmi-White County High
School, Fromm came to
Eastern to play a sport
she had never played and
knew little about, rugby. Because of an injury to teammate Eileen
O’Rourke, she’s moving
to her third position in
the last two years. She has
also moved into a leadership role as the only nonsenior among the Panther
captains.
How did you get started
playing rugby?
I was recruited by Coach (Frank
Graziano). In high school, I played
basketball, volleyball and track and I
qualified for the state track meet (at
O‘Brien Stadium), and he saw me
perform here.
What was the transition like
from those sports to rugby?
It wasn’t that bad. The game itself
was something to get used to because
I’ve never played any sport that
involved kicking or anything, which
is still something that I’m really

working on. Especially stepping into
the flyhalf position since Eileen got
hurt, and now I have to start kicking
more. As far as the sport itself, it’s
just another sport.
What did you play before
you became a flyhalf?
My freshman year, I came in off
an (anterior cruciate ligament) injury, so I only played about half the
season as a utility player. And then
last year I was a prop. This year, the
first two games, I played inside center and now I’m moving to flyhalf.
What does your position do
in the game of rugby?
Propping is a scrumming position, one of the front row players.
There’s more tackling involved usually, not as much running. At inside
center, you are in the back line and
you run the ball a little bit more.
Is Eastern that good, or are
the opponents that bad?
A mixture of both. We’re a very
good team, we work very hard in
practice.
Have you ever been on a
losing end in any sport?
No, not that I can think of.
There’s a couple of basketball games
where we got beat pretty bad. The
volleyball team I was on wasn’t the
greatest, but we never got completely blown out.
What style of rugby does
Eastern play?
We play fast. We try to outrun our opponents. We have a very
fast backline that we try to use, and
we’re very powerful, we do a lot of
weightlifting. We try to utilize both
of those, speed and power.
Do you take on more of a
leadership role as a junior?
I was appointed captain this past
spring along with the three seniors,
so I’m definitely trying to learn the

ropes from them as far as how to
lead next year. They do very well, so
I’m trying to learn as much as I can
so I can step into that position.
What is something people
don’t know about Graziano?
When we travel, we always have
the ‘Coach’s Deli,’ as he likes to call
it. He wears the little chef hat. He’s
a lot of fun. He takes the game very
seriously and tries to teach us the
best way to play, but he’s a lot of fun
outside of that.
Tell us something about
your hometown, Carmi.
It’s two hours south of Charleston. It’s a big sports town, football
and basketball. That’s about all I’ve
got (laughs).
How do you balance academics and athletics?
I don’t know. I’ve never not done
it. I’ve been an athlete my whole life,
I don’t know what it would be like
not to balance it. I’ve often thought
about what it would be like not to
be an athlete and I think I would be
bored. Just something that I’ve done
that it’s natural.
How hard was it to adjust to
college?
College was a lot more difficult
my first semester. I didn’t really work
that hard in high school, grades
came very easy to me. Then I got
here and I had to work.
So the first semester was a little
rough, but I’m getting better. The
GPA’s rising.
Who is the closest to you on
the team?
I live with three of the girls,
(junior wing) Samantha Manto,
(junior center) Molly Clutter and
(junior lock) Victoria Rosales.
We’re all close, but the whole
team is close.
We all go out together, hang out
and watch movies.

What has changed since
your freshman year?
From my perspective, I’ve just
learned the game more and evolved
as a player. It makes more sense
now. Freshman year, you come in
and you don’t know what you’re
doing, and you learn a lot between
your first and your second year. At
least I did.
What do you learn while on
the rugby team?
The rules, why we can and can’t
do the things we do. You come in as
a freshman and you’re just kind of
told what to do and you don’t really
know why. Once you’re out of season and you’re in spring practices, it
slows down and you understand the
why and it helps explain the whole
game.
What was it like starting a
brand-new sport in college?
Whenever you come in knowing
the sport already, you do have pressure on yourself to perform, and
when we came in as freshmen, the
goal was to teach us how to play.
They weren’t necessarily expecting a
lot out of us. I mean, they were, but
at the same time we were given time
to learn.
So does experience help
going into the match?
There was definitely pressure, but
yeah, I would say that we were given more time to learn than, say, if I
had played basketball here and you
were expected to know everything
already.
Is rugby as rough as it’s perceived to be?
No, not really. That was a big
concern with my mom.
She was concerned about me getting hurt, but I tore my ACL in basketball and I haven’t had anything
happen in rugby.
Of course you have your contact
injuries, but we try to play it safe:

tackle safely, go down safely. I don’t
think it’s as rough as people think it
is.
What’s playing on your iPod
or CD player lately?
Lately I’ve been listening to a lot
of Saving Jane. They’re one of my
favorite bands.
I don’t even know how to describe
it. It’s mellow, but kind of rocky at
the same time. I guess you just have
to listen to it.
Do you have any pregame
routines?
I just try to get myself focused
and think about the things I need
to do. In the training room we put
music on and it kind of gets us
pumped up a little bit, but I don’t
specifically listen to anything.
What are your favorite
movies?
A League of Their Own, Blue
Crush…typical sports movies. Love
and Basketball. I watch G.I. Jane a
lot. A Few Good Men, I’ve been
watching that a lot lately.
How many siblings do you
have, if so, what ages?
I have an older sister, Amber, and
a younger sister, Chelsea. Amber has
a four-year old daughter, Abby.
What are your plans after
graduation?
I’m currently trying to get into
the Navy. My application goes up for
review sometime in October. If I get
into that I’ll be in the Navy for four
years active and four years reserve,
and then after that, either I’ll choose
to stay in if I like it or if I choose to
get out then I’ll go teach and coach.
What sport would you want
to coach?
Probably basketball. Rugby’s not
really a popular high school sport
right now so I can’t really say that,
but potentially, possibly rugby.
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Women’s Rugby | Eastern vs. West Chester

triple threat

Geoff Masanet
Campus will be busy this weekend with athletics as five teams
will play home games. Men’s
and women’s cross country head
coach Geoff Masanet (above) and
the Panthers will host the Panther
Open today.
Women’s soccer will play Ball
State today and then Western
Kentucky on Sunday. Women’s
rugby will play against West
Chester at 1 p.m. Saturday in the
sport’s first-ever game between
NCAA-sanctioned teams. Also,
the football team will host Illinois
State in a game that could have
a big effect on Eastern’s postseason hopes if they do not win the
conference. Here are three athletes who will ensure this Panther
home weekend is a successful
one.
1. Donald Thomas — Last year’s
Ohio Valley Conference Defensive Player of the Year is a preseason All-American and will look to hit Illinois State hard
this weekend. Thomas has 18 tackles
(nine solo, nine assisted) in two games
this season.
2. Samantha Manto — Manto has
scored 30 points on 6 trys in the first
two games. If the last two weeks are any
sign of a consistent playing level, Manto should have a good game in the historic match.
3. Kellie Floyd — The senior forward was named the co-OVC Player of
the Year. Floyd scored two goals and one
assist this year against Indiana State.
– Adam Tedder

MOLLY CLUTTER
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Sophomore fullback Ashley Jenkins makes a pass during Thursday afternoon’s practice. The Panthers will play West Chester at 1:30 p.m. Saturday at
Lakeside Rugby Field. The match will be the first ever between two NCAA rugby programs.

HISTORY IN THE MAKING
By Adam Tedder
Sports Editor

Frank Graziano yelled at his players.
“Hands, hands, hands!”
It was Thursday afternoon. A normal practice day.
But 30 seconds later, something
happened that showed just how special the practice was to his team.
His phone rang. It was a newspaper in Philadelphia asking about Saturday’s match.
The match will be the first game

between two NCAA teams in the
history of rugby, with Division II
West Chester playing Division I
Eastern at 1 p.m. The game ball will
be sent to the NCAA Collegiate Hall
of Fame.
Most of the Panthers agreed that
they could not be happier to participate in a game with this much attention and importance.
“I just can’t imagine being a part
of something history-making,” sophomore fullback Ashley Jenkins said.
“Like 20 years down the road, looking in the NCAA Hall of Fame and

seeing my name in there. It’s incredible to be a part of history.”
Freshman lock Kristy Young says
this is the big time and she knows
that this game is bigger than all the
other games she played in her 3 years
of high school.
“To play in a game of this magnitude is important,” Young said. “It’s
serious. This is no club team. In this
game, winner takes all.”
Sophomore flanker Stephanie
Militello, who sat out of practice
Thursday because of a sprained knee
she suffered in practice, says the team

knows how fortunate they are.
“This is the opportunity of a
lifetime, obviously, for all of us,”
Militello said.
Graziano is enthusiastic, but he
admits he is tired. He said he had
been on the field since 4 a.m. Thursday.
“I’m dragging a little bit today,”
he said. “I got about three hours of
sleep last night and I don’t think I’ll
be sleeping tonight.”
See Rugby, Page 5b

Critical
matchup Panthers look to end losing skid against ISU
fOOTBALL | Eastern vs. iLLINOIS sTATE

All or nothing.
The point of no return.
This one is for all of the marbles.
Most people have probably
heard these clichés on more than
one occasion.
However, how many people
can say it applies to them?
Some athletes can relate these
phrases for their most important
game of a season.
Most of the time that game is
probably Senior Day or a player’s
last game.
Well for us that game is coming a little early.
This Saturday at 1:30 p.m. at
Lakeside Rugby Field, my team
will be playing the biggest game
of the season and of our lives.
We will be playing in the
first-ever NCAA women’s rugby
game.
See Clutter, Page 6B

By Matt Daniels
Staff Reporter
Eastern senior defensive tackle
Tim Kelly knows exactly who Rafael Rice is.
It’s hard for Kelly to forget after
last year’s regular season football
game against Illinois State.
The Redbirds led the Panthers 3730 with less than a minute left in the
fourth quarter and ISU had the ball
at Eastern’s 24-yard line.
Eastern had no timeouts left and
no realistic chance to win the game
unless ISU chose to run the ball.
A kneel down by Illinois State
quarterback Luke Drone and the
clock would have run out.
But the Redbirds chose to hand
the ball off to Rice, and he ran 24
yards for a touchdown to give ISU
a two-touchdown lead with 35 seconds to play.
See FOOTBALL, Page 6b
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Senior wide receiver Micah Rucker looks for a hole after catching a 22-yard pass during the third quarter in
Saturday’s 52-6 loss. The Panthers will play Illinois State at 6 p.m. Saturday at O’Brien Stadium.

